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Message to the Graduates
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

March 5, 1989
Dear Children,
Congratulations! I am very glad that you have successfully completed this phase of your life and are going to
enter the phase which is more difficult and full of challenges. I hope that all the good teachings you have received
here will help you to face the challenges and will take you
through the difficult times in your life. It is said that God
Almighty gives at least one chance to every one of us to
become successful. You should take advantage of that opportunity. Remember, there comes a tide in every one's life;
you will also have it, but don't let it ebb.
I wish you all success in your life. I also hope that you
will also remain close to God Almighty as He is the constant source of help and inspiration.
I send all my love and best wishes to you.
With all His love,
Yours affectionately,

AJAIB SINGH
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On Fear and Freedom
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
given Saints. Kabir Sahib's hands and
feet were tied and He was thrown into
the Ganges River; another time He was
thrown in front of elephants. But history
also bears witness that no matter how
the Saints were tortured They were not
afraid of anyone and Their faith was not
shaken.
Bhagat Namdev was told by the rulers
of His time, "We will cut off your head if
you will not leave this path"; but He did
not leave the Path and he was not afraid.
In the same way, Bhagat Prahlad was
made to embrace the heated pillars, and
his sorceress aunt took him and sat in the
fire; but still He was not afraid. Guru
Gobind Singh Ji was also given a very
hard time by the rulers of His day. His
parents were killed, He was made to flee
from His home, even His children were
buried alive; but still, even though He
went and lived in the forest, He was not
afraid.
In this hymn Guru Nanak is explaining to Sheikh Baram that God Almighty
has no fear; the human pole where the
power of God Almighty is manifested
and working is also free from fear, and
does not frighten anyone; and if we
come across that human pole - the Mahatma of the time-and He gives us
Naam initiation, and if by meditating on
Naam we become one with Naam, then
we also become free of fear.
Even psychologists have come to the
This talk, the fourth in the series of cornconclusion that fear is created by sin. If
mentaries on the Asa Ji Di Vars of the
we are upset or have trouble in the mind,
Guru Granth Sahib, was given at Sant
it is because of worry. Worry is a funeral
Bani Ashram, Village 16PS, Rajasthan,
pyre. One who commits sin worries, and
on December 29, 1986.
as a result fear is created.

HEIKH Baram asked Guru Nanak,
"Is there anything in this world
which is not affected by fear? And if one
wants to become free from this fear,
what should he do?"
Guru Nanak replied, "Look here, dear
one, the whole world is made of fear.
When a child is born, first he is afraid of
his parents; when he goes to school, he is
afraid of his teachers; when he grows up
and gets a job he is afraid of his employer and senior officers; if he becomes
a rich person, he is afraid of thieves and
taxes; when he becomes old, he is afraid
of death."
If one gets name and fame in this
world, if one becomes King or President,
he is afraid that one day that kingship or
presidentship may be taken away from
him. In this way, everyone is this world is
afraid of something. We are afraid of
serpents, tigers, and other dreadful animals; and they are also afraid of us.
There is no one who is free from fear.
If someone murders someone else, he
is afraid of the police or the gallows; if
anyone commits sin, he is afraid of the
Lord of Judgment. Kabir Sahib says,
"We should be afraid if we are earning
sin, because those who do good deeds
are welcomed and appreciated and are
not punished."
The history of Sant Mat bears witness
to the hard time that rulers have often
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So Saints tell us that we should do the
meditation of Surat Shabd. By doing
this meditation, we make our soul mix
with the Almighty Lord just like a drop
mixes with the ocean and becomes the
ocean. Since that Lord, the Oversoul, is
free from all fear, if we mix ourselves in
Him we will also become free of all fear.
Why do worldly people and the devotees of the Lord not get along with
each other? Because Kal, the Negative
Power, sits within the worldly people
and he makes them frighten the devotees. They do their best to prevent the
devotees from doing the devotion of
Naam and taking their souls out from
the trap of Kal. So they frighten them;
but the real devotees of the Lord are
without fear, so what Kal does has no
effect.
Once there was a Mahatma who did
his meditation sitting in a forest, and
just as flowers attract honey bees, so the
fragrance of his meditation attracted the
people. Among the people who flocked
to Him was a prostitute, and once she
said to him, "Tell me, are you a man or a
woman?" The Mahatma did not reply.
Shortly after he became sick and prepared to die. Again the prostitute asked
him that same question, he said., "Well,
there are still one or two days left; come
when I leave the body and then I will
answer your question." So when he was
about to leave the body, she came and
said, "Now reply to my question so it
will not remain unanswered: Are you a
man or a woman?" He replied, "I am a
man." She said, "You always looked like
a man to me; but why didn't you tell me
before?" He answered, "Mind is a deceiver. We should never rely on the
mind. If I had told you earlier that I was
a man, who knows what my mind would
have done with me? But today I am leaving as a complete man without allowing
my mind to deceive myself."
6

Saints and Mahatmas do not hesitate
to tell the truth. Master Sawan Singh Ji
used to say that if we tell one lie, we have
to tell a hundred lies to back it up.
Once many rishis and munis were
gathered in a forest. One of them asked
their leader a question: "How does a person get glorified in both this world and
the world beyond?" The reply was, "A
person who speaks the truth gets glorified in this world and is appreciated and
welcomed in the world beyond." Everyone appreciates truth: even if people are
committing sins, still they like others to
be truthful and sincere.
It is written in the Mahabharata, the
story of the Pandavas and Kauravas,
that after the great war was over the
Pandavas, as a result of their good
deeds, were supposed to go to the
heavens. So they asked Lord Krishna,
"Now that we have done our good deeds,
how can we reach the heavens?" He replied, "Climb to the top of the Himalaya
Mountains, and you will get there." So
all five brothers began climbing the Himalayas. Four of them were buried in
snow and could not reach the top. Only
the oldest, Yuddhisthra, who was known
as "The Son of Religion" because he was
a true person, managed to reach the top.
But he had lost one of his toes. So he
asked Lord Krishna, "Why did this happen? People called me the Son of Religion because I was always truthful. Why
have I lost a toe?" Lord Krishna replied,
"Once in your lifetime you spoke a lie;
that is why you have lost a toe."
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"You seek liberation by doing good religious deeds; but liberation comes only
from the devotion of Naam."
So in this hymn Guru Nanak first
lovingly lists everyone who is under the
effect of fear; then He lovingly lists
those who are free from fear; and then
He tells us that unless we get Naam from
SANT BANI

the perfect Satguru and do its devotion
we cannot become free from fear.
In the fear (of the Lord) the air
blows with its myriad breezes;
Lakhs of rivers flow in fear.

In His fear are the great warriors
and strong soldiers;
In His fear the multitudes come and
go.

Time and time again many warriors and
He lovingly says that air and water is all brave soldiers are born into this world;
but they are all in the fear of God.
in the fear of God.
The leaders of the religions which we
In His fear fire performs without
have adopted according to our bodies
reward;
understand that their religion is the only
In His fear the earth is crushed unreligion; and those leaders, whom we call
der a burden.
"brave ones" or "warriors," make us
Now He says that the god of fire, who fight with other people; and in order to
helps create heat and coolness and who protect that religion, we kill others and
helps us digest food in our bodies, is also call our religious leaders "brave ones."
under the fear of God. Even the Lord of But Guru Nanak and Kabir do not call
Judgment who keeps the accounts in the such people "brave warriors"; They say
Court of the Lord is afraid that he might that those who control their bodies, their
minds, their organs of senses and their
do something wrong.
organs of action, they are the brave warIn His fear Indra moves with a burriors.
den on his head;
Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj says,
In His fear Dharam Raj (the Lord
"Victory over the mind is victory over
of Judgment) stands at the Lord's
the world." If you conquer your mind,
gate.
you please the Creator.
The Master says, "Call him a warrior
Lord Indra, the supreme god of gods, is
also afraid. Even the clouds are afraid who fights in the battlefield for his own
because they know they have to produce religion: He who does not turn his back
and who lets his body be cut in pieces for
rain.
the sake of religion, he is a brave warThe sun is afraid of Him; so is the
rior." What is our religion? Our religion
moon.
is the religion of our soul, the religion of
They travel millions of miles, but
God. In Sukhmani Sahib, Guru Arjan
their journey is endless.
Dev Ji Maharaj has written that the real
Now He says that the moons and suns all religion is the religion of the soul. Kabir
says, "When the trumpet is blown, get
perform their duty in the fear of God.
up and go to the battlefield- this is the
In His fear are the Siddhas, thepuntime to fight." He is saying that when the
dits, and the Naths;
inner Sound is manifested, we should get
In His fear is the huge outspread
up; in this human birth only can we
sky.
fight. Where is our battlefield? The eye
Even those who can exercise super- center or Tisra Ti1 is our battlefield.
natural powers - who perform miracles
Guru Nanak says, "Even though you
and bother people - even they are in the have to fight with five warriors, still the
fear of God. The birds who fly in the hand of the perfect Master is on your
sky, and the sky itself, which exists with- back." He is saying that when we reach
out any pillars, are in the fear of God. the eye center, our Master, Who has
July 1989
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armed us with the weapon of Shabd or
the Sound Current, makes us fight with
the five passions: lust, anger, and the
others. And even though they are very
powerful, still we have the hand of our
Satguru on our back; and those who go
within know how the perfect Master who
has armed us with the Shabd Naam
helps us and supports us while we fight
these passions.
Kabir Sahib says, "I do not call 'warriors' those people who fight with
swords, guns, and bullets, and who kill
others; I call 'warriors' those who fight
with the five passions, taking the
weapons and support of the Master."
Saints do not make anyone weakhearted. Earlier I asked, "Who becomes
fearless? Who is afraid?" Only those
who commit sins are involved in fear;
those who do not do sins become fearless.

His fear is written in the fate of all
Creation;
Nanak says, The True Formless One
is the only one without fear.
Now He says that fear is written in the
fate of all jivas when they are born. If
there is anyone fearless, who is not involved in fear or affected by it, it is the
Timeless Almighty Lord. And Guru
Nanak says that those who become the
beloveds of that God neither frighten
anyone nor are afraid of anyone.
In the beginning, at the ashram in
77RB, one of our western dear ones
asked me, "What is the greatest sin?" I
replied, "To be afraid of anything is the
greatest sin."

body, even he was afraid. How was he
afraid? When he went into the forest for
his 12-year exile, he took his younger
brother Lakhsman to protect him and
guard him with his bow and arrows.
After 1947, for a couple of years, I
had the opportunity to meet eight heads
of states in the Punjab. I did not see
anyone who was free from fear. Even
though many people would guard their
palaces, still, if there was a little bit of
noise in the middle of the night, the
alarms would go off and everybody
would wake up and ask if the guards
were alert or not.

Many are the stories of Krishna;
Many are the thoughts of the Vedas.
Guru Nanak says, "Look here, Baram,
people sing the stories of Lord Krishna,
and they read the Vedas, Shastras, and
other holy scriptures. But just by reading
these scriptures and singing stories of
Krishna, no one has become free from
the fear of the Angel of Death; even
though they sing so much and read so
much, still they are afraid of death."

Like beggars, many dance to the
tunes of others.
Now He says, "Singing the stories of
Lord Rama and Lord Krishna people
dance so much and collect money in
their names; and while singing their
praises they fall down on the floor and
do tricks; but still they have not become
free from the fear of death."

The performers perform their
dances in the open market.

Nanak says, The Formless One is
the only one without fear;
Many Ramas before Him are nothing.

Just like entertainers who come into the
marketplace to entertain people, so those
who sing the stories of Rama and
Krishna have opened their shops. But
their fear of death has not vanished.

If there is anyone fearless it is Almighty
God. When Lord Rama assumed the

They sing of kings and queens and
speak nonsense;

8
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Precious are the earrings, precious
are the bracelets.
He is speaking of the performers who
sing the stories of Rama and Krishna
and perform their plays. What do they
do? They go to religious places far and
near, they disguise themselves - some as
Lord Rama, some as Lord Krishna,
some as their wives-and they sing the
songs and enact the plays to amuse and
entertain the people; they talk in the way
than an intoxicated person talks. And
just as the real Rama and Krishna wore
jewelry, they wear artificial jewelry.
They do all this to impress and amuse
the people. But their bodies are still subject to death, and their fear of death
does not vanish, even though they do all
these things.
Guru Nanak is not criticizing any of
the past Masters; but when people go
astray and misunderstand the teachings
of the Masters, when they leave the real
Path of devotion to the Lord, then the
perfect Saints come as a lighthouse to
the world and They explain to the people
that they are not really understanding or
following the teachings of the Masters in
the real sense. Lovingly They say, "You
will never be able to get butter from
churning water. You will only be able to
get butter when you churn milk."
Swami Ji Maharaj also says, "You cannot get anything in your hands by churning water; the pity is that you are too
lazy to churn milk."

Nanak says, The body (which was
wearing these ornaments) is reduced to dust.
Knowledge cannot be obtained by
talking- it is as hard as iron.
You cannot obtain Knowledge by talking, or from any scripture or holy book.
It is very difficult to obtain Knowledge:
it is as hard as iron.
Guru Nanak does not call reading of
scriptures obtaining Knowledge. He
July 1989

says, "The unutterable Knowledge within us is the real Knowledge, and the one
who understands that gets it." The real
Knowledge cannot be spoken or written;
it will never come through reading scriptures.

One gets Knowledge only by His
Grace;
All cleverness and willingness are
useless.
Guru Nanak says that only if we have
good fortune can we meet the perfect
Master and get the perfect Naam from
Him. We cannot get it by any of our
power or any of our wisdom.

If He bestows His merciful gaze on
us,
Then by His Grace we get the Satguru.
If God showers mercy and grace on us,
He makes us meet the Master. And if
Master showers grace on us, He unites us
with the Shabd.
It is a pity that even we, the satsangis,
do not understand the grace of the Master. Usually we think that if we get some
promotion in our job, or if our sick child
gets better, or if we get something of a
worldly nature, that that is the grace of
the Master. And if we lose a little bit in
our home, then all our faith and devotion is broken and we lose all our faith in
Master. The profits and loss which we
have are according to our own karma
which we have done.
Swami Ji Maharaj says, "Such people
do not find any place to be still within,
and they blame the Master." They never
hear the Shabd, they do not find stillness
and rest within, and outside they blame
the Master: "Master did not help us."

This soul has wandered in many
births
And then the Satguru made him
hear the Shabd.
9

When this soul, this deluded soul, after
wandering in many different bodiesanimals, snakes, this or that body-and
being deluded so much, finally gets this
human body and comes to the door of
the Masters, the Masters see that he is
begging for the alms of goodness. So
when They see the poor condition of that
soul who has gone into so many different bodies and has finally come to the
door of the Master, They shower grace
on him and tell him, "Come here, dear
one," and They make him hear the
Sound of the Shabd; and They tell him,
"If you follow this Sound, you will be
able to reach the Real Home from which
you were separated."
Guru Arjan Dev Ji Maharaj says, "We
have wandered in many different bodies,
but we have not got liberation without
the Master. Finally, when we have fallen
at the Feet of the Master, and when He
made us hear the Shabd, then we have
gotten liberation."

Listen, people of all the world!
There is no giver like the Satguru.
When the Shabd is manifested within a
satsangi and he goes within and sees
his Master there, he comes out and,

stretching out both his arms, he calls
the people of the world and shouts that
the gift of the Master is such that it
cannot be stolen by any thief, n o air can
blow it away, no fire can burn it, and
there is nothing which is more precious
than His gift: the Master is the only
giver.

One gets the Truth by meeting the
Satguru Who removed the ego
and made him recognize the
Truth.
In the end Guru Nanak Dev Ji Maharaj
instructs us that we have found the Master Who is such a personality, a True
Being, W h o never destroys and never
perishes; and that those who surrender
themselves t o the feet of such a perfect
Master get the benefit of Him.
So as Guru Nanak has instructed us,
so we should do: we should do the meditation of Shabd Naam, we should weed
out egoism from within, and we should
become purely a human being of God.
Kabir Sahib says, "By saying 'Thou,
Thou' all egoism has vanished and there
is no room for '1'; when the veil of
I-hood was lifted, then no difference between You and me remained."
SANT BANI

SANT JI'S VISIT
TO GHANA

Seven Love-Filled Days
a personal report
BY FREDERICK W E

only for the
dear ones. I want to meet the
dear ones, make them meditate,
and do the Satsang. There are so
many hungry souls in Ghana who
can never come to India or see me
anywhere else. So it is very important for me to be with them all the
time I am in Ghana."

"I

AM GOING THERE

So said the Lord in the instructions
preceding His planned visit to Ghana.
Oh how very gracious after nine long
years of physical absence! (Master had
had to postpone this visit for one year
from May 1988 to May 1989.)
Beloved Sant Ji landed once again in
Accra, Ghana, on the night of Saturday,
May 13th, 1989. His aircraft touched
down at exactly 7:40 p.m. to begin a
love-filled seven day visit with His dear
ones in Ghana. He also graciously permitted several dear ones from North
America and Europe, in addition to dear
Pappu and Gurmel Singh, to attend the
Ghana program; and ten more dear ones
had also arrived from neighboring
Nigeria.
The majority of the Ghana Sangat
waited patiently at "Jamal Bhavan" the home of the Bondzies (where Master
Ajaib stayed in June 1980 on His first
visit) to meet their long physically separated Father. The Sangat lovingly sang
bhajans while waiting. The Master gave
a brief darshan and retired to rest after
the long plane ride.
The program began on Sunday, May
14. Before the initial Satsang, the Master

first gave darshan at His residence to the
sevadars. Master expressed His Beloved's

appreciation of their seva. The discourse
was based on a hymn of Guru Nanak,
whose introduction translates as follows:
"0 Gurudev, I have taken refuge in

You.
You are gracious, competent Lord."
The Sangat had earlier that Sunday sat
in meditation without the Master from
7-8 a.m., 10 a.m. to 12 noon, and 3-5
p.m. Meditation of the Sangat took
place at the Cinema Hall of the Ghana
International Trade Fair Centre, Labadi,
Accra.
The use of the Ghana International
Trade Fair Centre, which provided excellent facilities for the program, was obtained barely ten days before the time,
all because of the benign grace of the
Master. An earlier facility, at which the
Ghana sangat had been working very
hard, fell through at the last moment.
We are most grateful to the Master for
His wonderful love.
On Monday, May 15, meditation with
the Master was preceded by a brief talk.
He then put us into meditation for one
hour at the Cinema Hall. Interviews
took place at His residence from 10-12
a.m. and 3-5 p.m., and at those times
meditations took place at the Cinema
Hall.
The first children's darshan was given
from 5:30-5:45 p.m. Master said how
pleased He was with their bhajan singing. He also advised parents that since
children are innocent souls, they should
be brought up with patience and tolerance.
At the 5:45 p.m. Satsang, Master discoursed on a hymn of Swami Ji MaS A N T BANI

haraj, in which the principles of Sant
Mat were explained. The theme was that
the Master is the best bargain. The introductory hymn translated reads:

See the darshan of the Master,
Making the Eye Center your seat.
On Tuesday, May 16, the pattern was the
same as for Monday. The Master put the
initiates into meditation for one hour,
from 7:15-8:15 a.m. A talk preceded
and followed the meditation.
During the day, the periods from
10-12 a.m. and 3-5 p.m. were devoted to
interviews with the Master, while simultaneously, meditations took place at the
Cinema Hall.
The Master was very pleased with the
lovely bhajans sung by the children at
the 5:30 p.m. children's darshan. Master
expressed how glad He was to be among
these loving souls. He advised parents to
have as their first responsibility that of
giving their children good education to
make the children's lives good.
At the evening Satsang the discourse
was based on a hymn of Paltu Sahib.
The opening verse translated reads:

Naam loves the Saints,
Saints love the Naam.
The theme was "Liberation lies in the
Master."
On Wednesday, May 17, Naam Initiation was given to 61 hungry soulsincluding 17 children who were given
Sound only, and an elderly lady of about
84 years, probably the oldest person so
far to have received Naam Initiation in
Ghana.
The children's darshan was very brief
but powerful. He was very pleased with
the children singing the difficult bhajan,
"Jhutha Sansar Hai," written by Master
Ajaib Singh, without looking at books.
A hymn of Swami Ji Maharaj on the
relationship between our soul and the
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Oversoul formed the basis for the 5:30
p.m. Satsang. The introductory stanza
translated reads:

Soul, the drop, came to Daswan
D war,
After giving up the True Ocean.
Thursday, May 18 at 7:15 a.m. the Master invited the initiates to "come and let
us go within and do and receive that for
which we were born." The meditation
lasted one hour. Interviews were conducted between 10-1 1:30 a.m.
At 3 p.m. the Master met with the
"Reception Committee," the organizers
of the program, offered them good advice and answered some knotty organizational points.
At children's darshan at 5:30 p.m., the
Master was again very pleased with the
program for the children and was impressed by the children's performance
and behavior.
At the evening Satsang, Master discoursed on a hymn of Swami Ji Maharaj. The introductory stanza reads:
Now the feet of the Master dwell in
my heart.
I serve Him every single moment in
my body.
On Friday, May 19, the last day of the
wonderful physical visit began with the
usual 7-8 a.m. meditation session under
the loving supervision of the Beloved
Master. A farewell darshan for the children was given at 10 a.m. and the Master
again expressed His appreciation of the
good program. He said that the children
sang the bhajans better than the adults
and He was very pleased with their singing. He also said He had received so
much love from the children. He apologized to them for not being able to tell
them stories, and said this was due to the
great heat outside which prevented Him
13

from sitting outside for long. Parents
were again advised to help maintain the
discipline of the children. The children
are innocent souls sent from God to parents to look after; parents must start the
children off on good education to assure
their future well-being.
The farewell Satsang, which followed
immediately after the children's farewell
darshan, was based on a hymn of Guru
Arjan, whose introductory stanza reads:

We are the dust of the feet of the
Saints,
We are in the Saints' refuge.
He emphasized the importance of the
human body, the Perfect Master, and
maintaining the three important practices: Satsang, meditation, and diet. The
Satsang was a really beautiful one.
He repeated that the Perfect Masters

come for everybody, and not for any
particular religion or country, and told
the amusing story of "Maharaj Sutra
and the Shoe."
At the end of it all, dear brother Reynolds Essandoah, Master's Representative, expressed the thanks of the Sangat
to the Master for visiting His children
and for the support that He continues to
give us. Dear brother Gandhi Demanya
also read a moving poem of thanks to
the Lord. [see page 231
The farewell darshan took place at His
residence before the Master departed
Ghana with His entourage enroute to
Rome, the flight departing at 8:20 p.m.
It is estimated that five hundred people attended this program. The gracious
Lord was indeed with His children all the
time while in Ghana. He gave them so
much love and darshan.
SANT BANI

To Be In the Presence of the Master
a brief report on Ghana
BY DEBBIE ASBECK
ELL,it's really incredible to be in
the presence of the Master. It always is. When we go to Him we're so
dirty and full of the world that we must
look like filthy blobs to Him when He
looks out at us from the dais. And then
He cleans us and transforms us through
the Satsangs and meditations and by giving us His darshan. You can really see
the change in a group of people.
There was a small group of sevadars in
Ghana who always had to stay behind in
the langar area working instead of going
to the Satsang; they would form a line
that Sant Ji would go by on His way to
the car that drove Him over to the Satsang site. As the days went by and Sant
Ji worked His miracle on those souls you

W
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could see the change in them. Towards
the end of the six day stay they would
come out earlier and lovingly sing bhajans, and then when Sant Ji would get
into the car they would gather close to
His window, drawn by His magnetism.
You could just feel the love in the air,
bouncing back and forth between the
Master and the disciples.
The program in Ghana only lasted five
days, but it was enough for Sant Ji to fill
up the hearts of those starving souls who
never get to go to India, or anyplace else,
to see Him.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Further comments, by

the same author, about Sant Ji's visit to
Italy will appear in next month's magazine. 1
15

Let Us Go Inside
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
a meditation talk given May 18, 1989, in Ghana
our beloved Masters
have showered a lot of Grace upon us and They
have given us this blessed opportunity of doing
Their devotion. So come, all of you, please come,
let us go inside and try to get the thing for which
we have been longing for a very long time. Now
we can easily get that thing because it has been
put in our within by our beloved Master. Those
who have been initiated just recently should not
be disappointed, because when we go on doing
something every day we become competent in
that. So they should also work hard; they should
also give the first importance to the meditation. So
all of you, do not pay any attention to the outside
sounds or the disturbances, because you know
that everyone in this world is doing their work,
and we are also sitting here for doing our work.
What is our work? Our work is to do the Simran
and remain at the Eye Center.
Ok, all of you please close your eyes and start
meditating.
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T IS A VERY GOOD TIME,
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The Master With His Children
from a talk given June 4, 1989
BY JUDITH PERKINS
I had originally planned
to go to Ghana together to be with
the Master (at His request), but Russell
became very ill just before the Tour, and
Sant Ji said that it would be better for
Russell not to go to Ghana, but only to
Italy. So I went to Ghana alone.
I had been to Ghana once before, with
Russell, when Sant Ji was there the first
time in 1980, so I knew some of the
people and that made it much easier to
go alone.
Because Sant Ji had only visited
Ghana once, and that program was
somewhat unusual, He had asked us to
go a bit early, to help them prepare for
the program. Pappu had written to the
dear ones there, telling them that we
would be going early for this purpose;
but when it became clear to me that
Russell was not going and I would be
going alone, I was a bit apprehensive
about how my presence would be received, and how welcome my intended
help would be.
But the Ghanian Satsangis are extremely humble, and they were lovely to
work with. There were actually only a
handful that I really knew, but I felt
from the night of my arrival that I was
with my family.
The Ghanian culture - as we observed
on our first visit there-is different from
any other we have seen. It is different
from any American, European, or Asian
culture. Everything outer is remarkably
different from what we are used to.
What a dramatic illustration of the universality of the Master! He cuts across
all social, economic, and cultural barriers, and we are all one in an instant, in
His love.
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Sant Ji arrived in Ghana on the night
of May 13. As "luck" would have it,
there is a Satsangi who works for the
airport security crew, and he arranged
for a car to meet Sant Ji right at the
plane, and drive Him the short distance
to the airport terminal - where He was
greeted by a few carefully organized Satsangis, while a chorus of "SANT JI!!"
showered down upon Him from a balcony circling above Him. What a lovely
welcome, and what an appropriate beginning for His program in this very special place. The Ghanians' approach to
the Master is straight from the heart, but
well seasoned with the discipline which
He so dearly appreciates.
Sant Ji spent most of His first day
there resting after the long flight. In the
afternoon He met with the sevadars. He
expressed His appreciation for the seva
they had done, and cautioned them always to remember that it is ultimately
the Master Who does all seva. A reminder which we all do well to remember.
Sant Ji had emphasized before going
to Ghana that this time He wanted to
spend all of His time with His children the Satsangis. The Ghanians can virtually never see Him outside of Ghana to my knowledge only one of them has
ever been to India-and He wanted to
make it very clear from the start that this
was His sole purpose in going to Ghana
this time. So we had the usual Tour program: Meditation from 7-8 in the morning, interviews for two hours in the
morning and two more hours in the afternoon, and then Satsang from 5:30to
6:30 in the evening. The Satsangs were
beautiful, and in one of them He told a
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story that I had never heard before,
about a leather tanner who somehow
found himself in a perfumery and passed
out from the sweet smell - and then got
rescued by his employer and revived with
some of the foul-smelling tanning dye
that he was used to, taken back to the
tannery, and warned by his employer
never t o go near the perfumery again. I
have condensed a much more complex
and delightful story into one sentence,
but it was another of Sant Ji's many allegories to illustrate how we get attached
to all the filth of this world, so much so
that if we somehow happen to get a taste
of something higher, we can't stand it. It
happens that I get sick when I happen to
find myself in a perfumery-so that
story really struck home for me.
The most striking thing about the
Ghana visit to me-and the thing that
Sant Ji expressed the most pleasure
with-was the children. The Children's
Satsang was really beautiful. I would say
that there were about a hundred children, all sitting cross-legged on the
floor-with a row of mothers with infants in chairs at the back. The children
ranged in age from new-born to teens,
but they all sat in an orderly fashion. Of
course there was a n occasional baby that
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would cry, but generally the children sat
in one place, and they sang bhajans.
They all sang bhajans-even two-yearolds! There was one young boy who led
the bhajans, and he sang every word of a
different bhajan each day, without once
looking at a book! And the rest of the
children seemed to sing the choruses
without looking at any books, as well.
Sant Ji expressed His pleasure at this
each evening, and on the last day He said
that the children sang the bhajans better
than the adults. (And the adults also
sang them well!)
On the first day of His visit anywhere,
it always seems timeless. You seem to be
lifted out of the realm of Time, and today seems like forever. But as the program gets underway, Time does reclaim
us, and the end comes all too soon.
There were many tears at the final
Satsang in Ghana, and several grown
men fell weeping at His Feet as H e left
the Hall-although the Satsangis were
generally extremely well-disciplined
throughout the program. But these dear
souls had waited nine long years to have
their Beloved in their midst, with no idea
of when they would see Him again. One
could not help weeping with them.

When Will You Do His Devotion
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
a meditation talk given on May 19, 1989, Accra, Ghana
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is the highest of all the creation, even the gods
and goddesses wish that they had received the human
body so that they might do the devotion of the Lord. Even the
gods and goddesses feel sorry and think, "Why did we spend all
the time doing only the rightous deeds, but did not do the real
devotion of God." Even in the heavens where the gods and
goddesses reside there is the fear of death; there is the fear of
losing the place. Just as in this world where there are so many
different countries - some countries are progressing, some countries are already developed, some countries are more comfortable than the other countries. Similarly, the Negative Power has
also created those heavens and hells, and heaven is like traveling in first class.
So the souls who are sent in the heavens are sent there only to
be comfortable; they get that reward for the good deeds which
they do when they have the human body. But they do not get
liberation, because over there also they have pains and miseries.
Most of all they have the fear of losing their position there. In
this world all the pains and miseries and the fears are physical
in nature; we can see them, we can feel them; but in the
heavens they all exist in their astral form. Because human
beings have the priviledge, the opportunity, to do the devotion
of God in the real sense and achieve liberation, which no other
creature has, that is why it is said that human body is the
highest of all creation. Not even the gods and goddesses have
this opportunity to do the devotion of God. The birds, animals
and other creatures which we see also do not have the opportunity of doing the devotion of God, so it becomes the responsibility of all the human beings to do the devotion of God and
finish the cycle of birth and death and achieve liberation.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "Oh dear one, if you will not do the
devotion of God now, when will you do His devotion?" The time
which has gone once, which you have lost once, will not come
back into your hands. Every moment, whether it is a minute or
two, whether it is half an hour or one hour, that we sit in
AN-BODY
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meditation or we spend in the company of the Master-that all
is counted in our devotion. Just as every single bad thought, and
every single bad deed, is taken into account and we have to
suffer its consequences, in the same way, every single moment
we spend in the company of the Master, and every single breath
which we have used or which we have taken along with doing
the devotion of God, is also counted in our devotion. We will
definitely get the reward for that. Guru Nanak Sahib further
says, "Every single moment which you have taken in the Name
of God, every single breath which you have breathed with the
Name of God, is counted in your devotion."
People belonging to all different religions claim to be the real
lovers and devotees, and they all say that they do the real
worship of God Almighty. We also have come from those religions, and it is possible that before we came to the Master, we
also used to claim that we were the only lovers and devotees of
God, but we learn the Reality only when we have taken refuge
at the feet of the Master. And only when we have come to the
Master do we learn whether we are doing the meditation of the
Naam now or we were doing it earlier.
For such people who do not do the devotion of God, but claim
to be the devotees of God, Guru Nanak Sahib says their condition is like those women who do not enjoy the pleasure with
their husband, but claim to be enjoying that pleasure all the
time. Guru Nanak Sahib says, "I have seen many people like
them who have not gone through any experience, but they claim
to be the ones who know everything."
All the souls are the wives of that Almighty Lord, that Shabd,
who is the only male; He is our husband, and we all are His
wives. Graciously He has taken us in His lap, He has embraced
us, and He has given us this pleasure of being married to HimHe has showered so much Grace upon us. Doing the Simran is
like loving Him, and doing the work of meditation is also like
trying to please Him. So since He has showered so much Grace
upon us, He has given us this enjoyment, this pleasure, of being
married to Him, and He is our only husband, He is our only
beloved, why not remember Him? Why not withdraw from all
the outer things, concentrate, and devote all our attention to
Him while we are sitting here for the meditation?
All of you please close your eyes and start meditating.
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GHANA FAREWELL
When Sant Ji was coming we wrote one poem to Him- it was a
Welcome poem. When He read it, He humbly said that it was only His
beloved Master Kirpal who needs to be welcomed. And we are now
presenting Him another poem, which says:

God Kirpal, God Ajaib
Kirpal or Ajaib, Ajaib or Kirpal
Sometimes He is Kirpal,
Sometimes He is Ajaib Ji:
W e do not know the difference,
But does it matter?
The Beloved o f God Kirpal has come to bless us,
W e thank Guru Dew for this rare gift o f love.
The hearts of your brides are bleeding at the thought o f Your departure,
Having been hit by the arrow of Your divine love
W e shall never remain the same again.
When shall we see the Bridegroom again?
You are stealing our hearts away, Sant Ji.
You gave and we took so little
Yet You are giving us so much.
The king who came to serve his servants
So soon has to leave us.
To whom shall we turn?
May the pains o f this untimely separation
Be turned to our advantage,
So that we may seek Your Radiant Form within.

0 Satguru Ji, do not for a moment leave us.
You came to give us the crest jewel.
W e pray: Help us preserve this wealth o f Naam.
One week with God in Paradise,
But how unkind o f our fate, o f our distorted fate,
So soon the honeymoon is over.
Our Beloved Sant Ji,
When shall we see You again?
Please, for the sake o f love, Come again!
For the sake of Kirpal, Please come again!
Sant Ji, Sant Ji, please do not break our hearts.
Come soon. W e are weeping. . . .
GANDHI DEMANYA

Consider Yourself a Messenger
Baba Sawan Singh Ji
September 1922 thing that causes an interruption in the
EAR DAUGHTER;
YOUneed not feel exercises is to be avoided. Indulgence in
any special responsibility toward unnecessary talk and debate results in
those who have been given the [initia- the exhaustion of mental powers.
Radha Soami philosophy and practice
tion] instructions through you. Consider
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unique. All other systems - Theosyourself only a messenger whose duty
ophy,
Christianity, Buddhism, etc. ends when the message has been delivare
mere
child's play compared with it.
ered. He whose message you deliver is
The
time
of death is the critical time in
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our
life
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helpless
in
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is affected by the pleasures and pains of
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time.
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one
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than
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even
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of thing one will do for a friend. You
time
of
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marriage.
There
is
absolutely
should not make an effort to help, but
help by all means if one asks for your no fear of death. The Master's presence
within breaks all worldly connections
help, thereby your mind will be free
and the mind is free to commence the
from responsibility. Help by all means
upward journey. You know the case of
you can but without feeling any responMrs. C, how at her death she was taken
sibility to do so. Whatever help you rencare of by the Master although she had
der, you will get its reward. So do the
not abstained from eggs and meat and
Saints say.
had not given up other practices. You
1 had sent the candy for you only. It
may have studied the lives of the various
was little but you did well in distributing
philosophers of the world, you hardly
it to others.
come across any who were happy at this
You complain of the waste of time in hour. Even Lord Christ wept.
useless talk by neighbors. Time is very
You say you do not care for miracles
valuable and is not to be spent uselessly. now but to reach and abide in His presIf it is not likely to create enmity you ence is all that you want. The higher the
may explain to them very humbly that ideal one has, the greater the assistance
you want some hours for your spiritual one receives. I very much appreciate
exercises and it will be very kind of them your endeavor to render faithful service
if they can see their way to let you alone to Him who knows.
at such and such time especially the time
Yours affectionately,
set apart for spiritual exercises. AnySawan Singh
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A Very Good Seva
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji

N ow

YOU CAN ASK

your questions.

If we have a loved one who has stopped
meditating and stopped going to Satsang, should we try to bring him or her
back to the Master by inviting them to
go to Satsang or talking it over with
them, what the problem might be, or
something like that, or should we just
leave it in the Masfer's Hands and assume that Master will take care of the
soul He has Initiated?
It is a very good question and it can
benefit all the Satsangis. I agree and understand that the Master never leaves the
rope of the disciple; He may loosen it but
He never lets it out of His hands. When
the time comes He definitely pulls the
rope and the disciple has to come back to
the Master sooner or later. Master Kirpal also used to say, "It is not the Master
who leaves the disciple, but sometimes
the disciple may think that he has left the
Master."
Often I have said that there are only
two ways of looking at the creation: one
is from down below looking upward,
that is the viewpoint of the disciple, but
the Saints always look from above downward.
When we rise above and see the things
down below from up there then we understand that it is the Shabd Form of the
Master Who is present everywhere. He is
present in every single leaf of all the

This question & answer session was given
March 29, 1989, at Sant Bani Ashram,
Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.

trees; everywhere in this creation, only
He is present. Only He is the one who
resides within the disciple, He Himself
calls the disciple, He Himself brings the
disciples to Him, and whatever is happening is happening only because of
Him.
According to the same angle of vision,
Guru Nanak Sahib said, "He is the only
one who invites the people; He is the
only one who comes as the people. He is
the only one who sits; He is the only one
who makes them sit in the lines. He is the
only one who cooks food for them; and
He is the only one who eats the food. He
is the only one who makes the people
wash their hands before they start eating; and He is the only one who makes
them wash their hands after they finish
eating. He is the only one who eats; He
is the only one who makes them eat. And
after that He is the only one who praises
them for good seva; He is the only one
who gets the praise."
So the meaning of this is that only He
is present everywhere and He is the ultimate doer, He is the only one who does
everything. You sing the bhajan everyday in which it is said, "0 Lord, I do not
want anyone except You." In that same
bhajan it is said, "Wherever You send, I
go only there. Whatever You make me
eat, I eat only that. And I do not see
anyone else in this world except You."
So dear ones, when we rise above and
when we also start seeing things from up
above to down below, then there remains
no confusion and then we see Who in
fact is the One Who does everything.
In one of the other bhajans you would
have read, "He Himself is the One Who
SANT BANI

is suffering and He Himself prepares the
medicine. He Himself cries in the pain of
sickness; and He Himself takes that
medicine and gets treated."
But when we see things according to
the angle of vision of the disciple, seeing
everything from down below upward,
then we see that everyone is making his
own karmas, everyone is doing things,
making efforts on his own. And being
controlled by some hidden power, he
does all the activities and things in this
world.
So the dear one who goes astray, who
goes off the Path, is working according
to the angle of vision of the disciple; he is
looking at things from down below. That
is why he obeys his mind- being controlled by his mind, he goes off the Path
and that is why he wanders here and
there.
Often the Masters have talked about
the importance of seva, because those
who do the seva get much honor in the
court of the Lord. And I understand that
this is one of the best sevas we can do, if
we can bring that dear one who has gone
off the Path back to the Path.
We know that the mind did not allow
that person to have such an intellect
with which he couId discriminate between things. Because he was controlled
by the mind, he did not know what was
good or bad for him. If he had known
what was good and what was bad for
him, he would never have wandered off
the Path. His life does not remain like
that forever, because when those karmas
in which he is involved get paid off, then
eventually he has to come back to the
Path. And if we make a little effort and
if we work a little harder and somehow
bring him back to the Path, we also get
some benefit from his coming back to
the Path. After he stops obeying his
mind and comes back to the Path, we
will also get some benefit from whatever
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amount of meditation he does; we will
also share the earnings of his meditations.
It may take him years to come back,
but finally he has to come back. You
know also that the Master never leaves
the disciple; He always cares for the disciple. If the Master also adopts the attitude like we have, to "leave him on his
own - " then how can the disciple be rescued, and how can he be liberated?
When the soul is paying off those bad
karmas and the Negative Power is giving
him all those hard times, at the same
time the Master is very patient and He
always waits for the disciple to return.
At that time He is telling the Negative
Power that after the disciple goes
through all these karmas, after he is forgiven for all these karmas, he will come
back. The Master always waits for the
disciple to come back because He has so
much patience, He has so much faith in
the disciple, and finally the disciple definitely comes back to Him.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to tell a
story about a person called Kag Busan.
One day he had insulted his Master; the
Master did not say anything but the law
of nature is such that because he had
insulted and criticized his Master he was
taken to hell. The Master said, "No,
don't give him punishment because he
said that only in his innocence. He is
innocent, don't give him any punishment." And when he was given the punishments, it was His Master only Who
screamed and Who cried out in pain.
Because he had criticized and insulted
his Master he was supposed to be given
some punishment, so he was given the
body of a crow. If he had been liberated
without being sent back in the body of a
crow then the tradition would have been
spoiled. And it is the tradition that the
critic of the Master does not get liberation unless the Master Himself forgives
him.

History bears testimony of how Hirnakash had insulted and criticized his
Master, Narada, and how he was also
given very much hardship. He is called
"the cruel one," and "the bad person"
and he also suffered great hardships just
because he had criticized his Master.
Similarly, Ravana was a devotee of
Lord Vishnu; he used to work as a gate
keeper of Lord Vishnu's court. But since
he did not obey the commandments and
he had insulted his Master, he was given
a curse. Every year in northern India
people burn Ravana in effigy. We do not
know what happened after he actually
left his physical body; but even now,
after so many years, he is still looked
upon as a very bad person. Every year
people remember him with a lot of disgrace and in order to show their anger
towards him, they make idols in his image and they burn them.
In the story of Jarasang we learn that
he also used to be a gate keeper of Lord
Vishnu. But when he did not obey his
Master, he went off the Path of his Master, and he fought with Lord Krishna.
Even though Jarasang was a very mighty
emperor still, because he fought with
Lord Krishna and left the Path of his
Master, the people did not forgive him
and now history says that he was a very
bad person.
History tells us that there is no one
who can be called more compassionate
than our Master is. Even if we are involved in a very big crisis, if we are having a very difficult time, still if we remember Him with all our love and faith
He appears there to help us.
So if we see any dear one who has
gone off the Path, who has forgotten his
Master, who is in the clutches of the
Negative Power, and has been suffering
a great deal, will we not feel pity for
him? We will definitely feel pity for him,
first because of his condition, and the
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second thing which will attract our attention is the presence of our beloved
Master within him. So if by our making
a little effort he can be brought back to
the Path, don't you think that Master
will praise you? He will definitely praise
you, because you have brought back one
of His lost sheep to the Path.
Once Guru Gobind Singh Ji was
asked, "Master, what do You give the
person with whom You are very pleased
and on whom You want to shower Your
grace?"
Guru Gobind Singh Ji replied, "When
I am pleased with someone and I want to
shower grace on them, I send one of my
disciples to their home. If they treat him
well, if they feed him well, then that
pleases me and I shower grace on them.
And if I want to shower more grace on
someone, then I inspire them from
within and I make such an arrangement
that they invite all the dear ones to their
home and they do the Satsang. In that
way they all remember the Master and
the Path; and in that kind of congregation it is possible that many wandering
souls who have gone off the Path may
also come and be served. Then the person in whose home that kind of a congregation, or Satsang, happens also gets
a lot of benefit."
In the writings of Guru Nanak Dev we
see how many times He has described
the glory of that place where people go
for Satsang. He has called that home
where people go for Satsang, where people do the meditation of Shabd Naam, as
the blessed place. And He has also called
those people in whose home such a Satsang takes place as the blessed souls,
because there people remember God Almighty and do His devotion.
Nanak said, "Even petty huts where
people do the devotion of Naam are glorified like big palaces, but big palaces
where people don't remember God are
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will meet the Perfect Master, do meet the
Perfect Master in their lifetime. When
they meet the Perfect Master, then the
darkness of ignorance goes away and the
light of knowledge shines in their forehead within them." They get the precious gem of Naam and do not remain in
confusion. Nanak says, "Only those people who have been blessed by the company of the Master, those who have been
given that precious gem of the Naam get
liberation from this world."
the bhajan which the Sangat sings
very often, it is said, "0 Nan&, only
those who are ordained, or in whose fate
it is written that they will meet the Maspeople meet H ~ ~ . v
ter, only
It is all predetermined and only on
that predetermined day do we come to
the Master and get the Initiation; and we
consider that day as the most blessed day
of our life, because on that day we actually met the Master.
It is like if someone is thirsty-if he
gets a drink of water at the time when he
is really very thirsty, when he can think
of nothing else, you know that when he
finally gets the water he would be willing
to sacrifice everything he has for the person who has given him the water. In the
Same wayy within each One who
into this world destined to go to the Perfect Master and get Initiation, there is
the
yearning to meet the Master and do
At what time in the life of the disciple
the
devotion
of the Lord- In some people
does the Master and disciple relationship
it
is
less,
in
Some
people it is more, but
start? A t the time of birth or at the time
each one has that yearning. And when
of Initiation, or before that?
the appropriate, fixed time comes he gets
It is predetermined. Even before we take to the Master and gets to drink that Wabirth it is predetermined for us when we ter of Naam.
will get to the Master, whether we will
have faith in the Master or not, whether I feel a little embarrassed asking this
we will become His disciple or not. This question because I too am a bad examis all predetermined even before we take ple, but the quesfion is, what should we
tell children on the Path, especially teenbirth.
Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says, "Only agers, when they see adults and Satthose in whose fate it is written that they sangis making mistakes and compro-

like ruins because people do not remember God Almighty there."
Dear ones, even that person who has
gone off the Path is a lover of the Master, because he had the love and affection for the Master when he came to the
Master and got the Initiation, but because of the mind he has gone off the
Path. Mind is our greatest enemy and he
is within us. He does not want to lose
even one opportunit~where he can take
us away from the Path. But if we would
continue doing the Bhajan and Simran
and if we go On attending the SatsangS,
then it is not possible for the mind to
make us go off the Path.
Master Kirpal even used to give money
to people to attend the Satsang of Baba
Sawan Singh and those people who had
stopped going to the Satsang, don't you
think they had forgotten the Master?
Only because they had forgotten and
Master Kirpal wanted them to go back
to the Satsang, so He used to give them
money and inspire them to go to the
Satsang.
So in the same way, if you also come
across someone, or if you know someone
who does not come to the Satsang or
who has gone off the Path, you should
lovingly explain to him and somehow
you should encourage him to come back
to the Satsang.
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mises on the Path such as drinking,
smoking, etc. ?
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say,
"Those who want to make their children
good, they themselves should become
good." There is no other example which
can be given in this context.
It is not good to teach others while
you do not practice that thing yourself.
It is said that those who teach others but
do not live up to it themselves, it is like
the sand is coming into their mouth.
What they are doing is like protecting
other people's courtyards when their own
house is on fire.
So dear ones, it is not good if we ourselves do not remain in control, and if we
do not do the things which we want our
children to do. Before we tell them they
should not drink and do all those things
we should make sure we are not doing
them.
Children are innocent souls and the
dirt of the world has not soiled them so
badly that it cannot be easily removed;
they still do not have that much dirt of
the world on their souls. But because we
do not set a good example ourselves, we
only preach to our children, that is why
it is very difficult for us to tell them that
they should not do those things. So first
all the parents should be certain that
they do not do these bad things, that
they do not set a bad example for the
children. When you do the bad things in
front of the children, they also start getting bad thoughts and they also try to
imitate you; the children always learn
from their parents. I meet many children
who complain to me about their parents.
They tell me, "It hurts us very much
when we see our parents not doing the
meditation, not going to the Satsang,
and doing all sorts of bad things." And
some children even tell me, "If this is the
condition of our parents, after being on

the Path for so long, and after going to
the Satsang for so long, what is the hope
for us?"
So such kind of negative thoughts
come up in the children when they see
their parents as a bad example. So that is
why all the parents should do the meditation of the Shabd Naam; they should
not do any bad deeds; they should not do
anything bad which can have a bad influence on the children's mind; and they
should always set a good example for
them. If your children will be good, it
will be good for your future also, because children are the treasure of the
future. If they will be good, they will not
only be living a good and comfortable
life themselves, but they will also make
things easy and comfortable for their
parents. They will glorify the name of
the parents; they will glorify the name of
the community; they will glorify the
name of the country.
So do you think it is a small seva? No
dear ones, it is not a small seva; and I
think that if the parents would sacrifice
their desires for the betterment of their
children, still it is a cheaper bargain because it is the children who have to glorify the name of their family.
Children are the gift of God and it is
our responsibility to take care of that
gift of God. And it is the responsibility
of every parent to make the life of the
children.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say,
"The children become as the parents
are." He used to talk about his neighbor
when He lived in a place called Murree
Hills. He used to say that a drunkard
lived on the upper part of the house
where He lived and he used to drink and
eat meat and things like that. You know
that children always like to play together, so whenever Master Sawan
Singh's children would go and play with
the drunkard's children he would someSANT BANI

times try to tempt the children of Master
Sawan Singh to drink wine or eat meat.
He would say, "My children d o this; why
don't you also try it?" But Master Sawan
Singh's children would never come near
the wine; they would never even touch
the wine. Many times they would even
spit, giving the impression that they had
eaten or smelled something very bad, because they were so much against drinking the wine and they could not even
stand the smell of it. So even though
he tried so many times, still they would
never touch or drink the wine. Once he
went to Master Sawan Singh and said,
"Well I don't know what kind of teaching
You are giving to them, but they are very
strong. Even though I have tried many
times, and my children also drink the
wine, still Your children are so strong
that they don't even like to touch the
wine."
So Master Sawan Singh said, "Well,
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this is because I never touched wine, and
because of the teaching I am giving to
them; you should also do that for your
children." But that man did not understand. Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
say, "After sometime I saw that his
daughter had left home and she became
a bad girl and his son also became a very
bad boy." And then he repented and
came to Master Sawan Singh and he
said, "Now I understand what your
teachings meant and now I realize that it
was my mistake that I encouraged my
children to drink wine and do all sorts of
bad things."
That is why Master Sawan Singh used
to say, "The children become exactly the
same as the parents are, because it is
from the parents that the children learn
everything."
Man is made up of five complete elements and in addition to those five elements we have been given this intellect,
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this sense. And that is why we have the
sense of responsibility, we have the sense
to differentiate the good from the bad
things. But even animals who do not
have the intellect and sense of discrimination still feel very much responsible
for their children. They have so much
love and affection for their children that
they will go to any extent to protect and
take care of them.
Once I saw a cat who had just delivered some kittens and she was caressing
and licking the baby cats in such a way
that she was showing a lot of love and
affection. So you see that even the animals have the sense of responsibility and
they also do everything possible to take
care of and protect their children. So as
human beings do we not have even that
much responsibility and that much sense
to protect our children from all the
worldly evils?
Often I have seen the animals growing, you people have pets in your home,
but I have seen the animals growing over
here and I have seen how the cats take
care of their babies - they teach the kittens all the things which they should
know: how they should jump, how they
should catch hold of their prey, how they
should eat their food and things like
that. And I have seen that the cats are
always protecting and always teaching
their children until they become strong
and can stand on their own feet. They do
not leave their children until the time
when they are able to feed themselves
and take care of themselves. So as human beings, do we not have that much
responsibility of protecting our children
and teaching them until they stand on
their own feet? The children are innocent souls and have come into this physical world not knowing anything of this
world, and because we have gone
through all this experience, do we not
have the responsibility of telling them

about our experience? Should we not tell
them about the dangers of using drugs?
Should we not tell them that it is not
good for us to use drugs because it does
not keep us in our senses, and it spoils
our mind, brain, and intellect? Should
we not tell them about all the good
things which they should be doing?
We have responsibilities toward them
because we have to make their life. We
should teach them, we should protect
them, from all the evils of this worldwe should teach them every single thing.
Until they become self-sufficient and are
able to stand on their own feet, it is our
responsibility to take care of them.
Many dear ones tell me about their
life. The dear ones whose parents had a
very confused and perturbed life, parents who were separated-that had a
very bad effect on the growth of those
children. They tell me how their life was
affected because of the difficulties the
parents were having together; and only
because of that upbringing their mental
habits have been set like that. And I also
meet the dear ones who have had a very
good family life, whose parents were
very good, and they tell me how they
were encouraged right from their childhood to remain vegetarian. They tell me
how their parents had a good family
life-they used to do the devotion of
God-and that has had a very good effect on them. Only because of that they
also have been able to make a very good
life of their own.
So you see that this is what happens if
we have a good family life. If we do our
meditation, then it definitely has a very
good effect on the life of the children;
they are also able to make their life very
good. So it is our responsibility to set an
example for the children. We should set
a good example for them because it is in
our hands to make their lives successful.
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Guru Nanak Sahib says, "0 dear ones, if you will not do
the devotion of God now, when will you do His devotion?
The time which has gone once, which you have lost once,
will hot come back into your hands. Every moment, whether
it is a minute or two, whether it is half an hour or one hour.
that we sit in meditation or we spend in the company of the
Master-that all is counted in our devotion. Just as every
single bad thought, and every single bad deed, is taken into
account and we have to suffer its consequences, in the same
way, every single moment we spend in the company of the
Master, and every single breath which we have used or
which we have taken along with doing the devotion of God,
is also counted in our devotion. We will definitely get the
reward for that.

